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For this assignment, I am choosing to focus on the policies required in an “audio 

archive that houses musical scores and sound files associated with music from digitized 

operas and musicals.” I will be focusing on a fictional repository that I wish really existed 

rather than an existing archive.

The newly established Florence Foster Jenkins Audio Archives is dedicated to 

the collection and preservation of audio recordings from operas, musicals, and theatrical 

performances that have garnered pop cultural significance or cult status through a 

deliberate rejection of conventional standards of quality. These “B-movies of the stage”, 

as the archives’ director Catherine Troma lovingly refers to them, are seldom earmarked 

for inclusion or digitization in most traditional audio archives due to their perceived 

historical insignificance or inability to be easily categorized in a way that aligns with the 

mission of many repositories, either due to format or content. 

Funded largely by joint partnership between the Jenkins family estate in 

Philadelphia and the Drexel University Audio Archives and supplemented by grant 

funding, the FFJAA (pronounced “EF-jaw”) is a mostly independently funded entity 

located in Philadelphia, PA near the Drexel University campus. The FFJAA consists of 4 

full-time employees, 4 part-time employees, a team of Drexel University faculty and 

staff, and a growing pool of Drexel University graduate fellows, work-study students and 

dedicated volunteers. Full-time employees include archives director Catherine Troma, 
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chief archivist Breezy Lynn Kaufmann, chief audio engineer Layla McElroy, and 

performing arts copyright investigator and counsel Jacqueline Brown; part-time 

employees include archivists Jun Huang and Mary Reznikov and audio technicians 

Leroy Johnston and Alex Garcia. Through Drexel, the FFJAA works with Senior Vice 

President and General Counsel Michael J. Exler, the Drexel University Information 

Technology Department, and the Drexel University Audio Archives staff. 

Being that space is at a premium in their small office quarters, FFJAA has made 

the decision to focus the scope of their preservation efforts exclusively on audio 

recordings and digitizations or scans of accompanying graphics or documents that 

directly relate to the audio recording in question (playbills, cast photos, etc.) rather than 

hard media in the form of wax cylinders, vinyl albums, hard copy documents, etc. In 

order to maintain the focus on the audio rather than graphics or documents, ephemera 

including photographs, playbills, scripts, and liner notes are only accepted as part of an 

object that includes an audio or digitized recording except where the materials are part 

of a larger collection (Florence Foster Jenkins papers and documents, etc.) or at the 

discretion of the archives director. 

The preferred audio format for incoming audio files is FLAC, which is the best of 

both worlds in terms of both maintaining a high volume of quality, lossless data and 

being compressed into a small enough format to not take up unnecessary extra space 

wherever possible. WAV or AIFF format files, which are high quality but take up more 

space, will also be accepted, though the files may be converted to FLAC before 

exported for external use or in some backup versions. MP3 or AAC files are not the 

preferred format for audio file submissions due to their lossy audio quality and the 
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permanent flattening and deletion of additional audio file data that occurs when audio 

files are converted into these formats. However, due to their ubiquity and their often 

relatively small size, submissions of files in these audio formats will be accepted if the 

material is unique or rare enough and if it meets the repository’s standards for inclusion. 

Additional materials that may accompany these audio files include but are not 

limited to: cast photographs, newspaper/newsletter clippings of theatrical reviews, 

promotional materials, playbills, stage manager notes, sheet music, correspondence, 

original scripts, liner notes, album covers/art, etc. In all cases, the preferred format for 

all documents excluding photographs is the PDF format due to its longevity and 

readability across different operating systems. Wherever possible, a high quality scan 

that includes full search indexing of any and all text is preferred wherever available, but 

in lieu of this, a legible, high quality document scan is appreciated wherever possible. 

For digitized photographs, TIFF or PNG files are the preferred format due to their high 

image quality and lossless resolution. JPG, JPEG, and GIF files will also be accepted, 

though they are not preferred.

Since the repository is relatively new and has limited staff and technological 

resources at present, video recordings of theatrical performances (including plays, 

operas, musicals, concerts, etc.) that meet the requirements and fall under the scope of 

the repository are not yet being accepted for ingest. However, resources and grants to 

develop this branch of the archives (hiring new staff, purchasing more storage and 

computing hardware and software, etc.) are currently underway with the Drexel 

University office of contracts and grants, the Drexel University business office, and the 

FFJAA Archives Director. Interested donors are encouraged to subscribe to the 
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institutional mailing list and reach out to the Archives Director so that they can be 

contacted in the event that this project is established. 

This repository is being established as a way to preserve and make available 

lesser known and less celebrated works of theater and performance from all corners 

and strata of society. At the FFJAA, it is an acknowledged truth that there is still value, 

historical relevance, and even joy and whimsy to be found in performative works that 

are more passion projects than professional productions. By capturing and making 

these materials accessible to interested patrons, especially those in the theater or 

performance communities, it is the hope of FFJAA that these performances can remind 

future performers, playwrights, or theater producers to think outside of the box, try 

something new and different, and try to focus more on having fun than on a fear of 

failure or producing lower quality works.

Using the guidance and materials from the Repositories Support Project , policy 1

documents were developed to cover the following legal issues, workflow, and best 

practices for the growing repository:

• Content policy - expanding on the ideas touched upon in the repository’s 

scope, this policy defines for the public and for institutional partners what 

types of materials and in which formats the repository will accept and 

preserve.

• Submission policy - this policy details the workflow process through 

which materials will be solicited from donors or other repositories and 

defines the role each member of the institution staff play in vetting, 

 http://www.rsp.ac.uk/start/policies-and-legal-issues/, accessed March 21, 2017.1

http://www.rsp.ac.uk/start/policies-and-legal-issues/
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ingesting, processing, defining, and making available new materials for 

archives patrons.

• Data re-use policy - this policy provides an outline for standardizing how 

ingested content is processed, described, and presented by the repository 

and if, how, and under which circumstances materials from the archives 

may be accessed and utilized by archives patrons. 

• Preservation policy - this policy outlines the routine maintenance tasks 

done to ensure the longevity and readability of archives materials, the 

steps taken to back up the repository and in what format and in which 

spaces, and defines such housekeeping tasks such as the withdrawal and 

closure policies.

• Copyright policy - tied together closely with the Data re-use policy, the 

copyright policy details the different tiers of fair use and attribution 

expectations depending on the copyright information for the material being 

accessed. Though many of the materials in the repository are likely to fall 

under the public domain usage rules, this is not the case for all materials, 

and it is central to the mission of the repository to ensure that all 

copyrights are not only honored and observed, but even emphasized 

wherever possible to shed light on these mostly more obscure makers and 

creators. This policy serves as a useful guide to help prevent accidental 

misattribution or misuse of repository materials. 

• Take down policy - this policy enumerates the steps that will be taken by 

the repository if it is ever served with a take-down notice or complaint 
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regarding the content that is being housed and shared. The policy 

provides guidance on how to verify the veracity of a complaint or notice 

and how to respond in a way that best mitigates risk for the institution.

In addition to these standard policies and sub-policies, additional policies 

regarding the collection and usage of patron data and usage statistics as well as a 

policy outlining the protocol for forging (or dissolving) a partnership with a community or 

institutional contact or donor. 

The five key policies that best exemplify the unique tenets of the repository are: 

the preservation policy, specifically in relation to backup copies of materials for storage 

and redundancy; the copyright policy, specifically as it relates to performance copyright 

issues; the submission policy, specifically regarding mediated deposits of materials for 

ingest; the take-down policy, specifically as it relates to the performers’ rights clause laid 

out in the copyright policy; and the policy regarding outreach to forge transactional 

relationships with other repositories or institutions. 

Being that this repository is centered largely around serving a preservation role 

for recordings of historical relevance, the preservation policy default is that all incoming 

items, unless otherwise marked with an expiration date or on loan from another 

institution, will be retained indefinitely. Since many of these materials are rare or 

obscure in some fashion, the preservation policy takes great pains to detail how and in 

what format the materials in the repository will be backed up and saved in alternate, 

secure locations in case of hardware failure or other catastrophes. Working in 

conjunction with the Drexel University Information Technology Services Department, the 
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repository runs a script nightly to ensure that any new materials that had been added 

during the course of the work day are included in the local data backup as well as the 

nightly backup of full size files and collections to two different cloud-based servers. The 

synchronization process was configured in such a way that archivists are able to 

manually push through a backup if there is a particularly valuable object that has just 

been added to the repository. 

The backup process is largely an automatic one now, but there are still tasks and 

failsafes in place to ensure that nothing falls through the cracks. A nightly email is 

generated whenever the backups are successfully completed, and it is the job of the 

archivists to ensure that the email indicates that the process was successfully 

completed at the start of every work day and to immediately inform the chief archivist 

and information technology services department if the email was not received or if the 

message indicated that the process was not completed successfully. As a further 

failsafe, the information technology services department manually checks on the scripts 

on the first Monday of every month to ensure that all backups are happening as they 

should. Shareholders include the Drexel University audio archives, ITS, and college 

administration, and they are informed via email if anything is amiss. 

The FFJAA copyright policy is similar in scope and coverage to other similar 

repositories and archives, with one notable exception: the unusually strict parameters 

regarding performance copyright and performer’s rights. In a nutshell, performers’ rights 

(meaning anyone who was involved in a production) dictate that any participant in a 

performance must provide explicit written consent for any recordings that are made of 

their performance and must also provide additional written consent if/when that 
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recording is being distributed or made public. Being that this repository is dedicated 

exclusively to the preservation of audio recordings of stage performances, which all fall 

under the purview of the performers’ rights clauses, but does not actually generate any 

of the content as a result of its own continuing operations (i.e. it is not an in-house 

archives for a specific theater or performance space) that would make it easier for them 

to ensure that all written consent for all performance recordings and distributions are 

acquired, the FFJAA is especially vulnerable to problems that may arise when an audio 

recording of a specific stage show or performance is made publicly accessible through 

the FFJAA without the express written consent of a participant in the performance. 

It is for this reason that the role of the full-time performing arts copyright 

investigator and counsel was created. Whenever a new material is submitted for ingest, 

it is the role of the investigator (who is a bar-certified lawyer) to use the information and 

data provided with the submitted files and documents and do due diligence in 

researching the legal standing of any audio recordings or associated information from 

stage shows. In some cases, the materials may be considered part of the public domain 

and do not require as much in the way of paperwork. In other cases, recordings 

originating from certain theatre companies or venues may have information regarding 

performers’ consent for recording on file in their offices. In others, it is simply a matter of 

fact checking the performers’ rights copyright information that has already been 

confirmed by a partner institution or organization. 

If performers’ rights copyright information cannot be located or verified and the 

piece does not fall within the date range to be considered part of the public domain, the 

materials may need to be returned to the donor. Unfortunately, at this time, the FFJAA 
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lacks the resources and server space to maintain a locked repository specifically 

oriented around the preservation and collection of audio recordings that cannot be 

shared publicly. It is for this reason that the investigator performs this task at the onset 

of the vetting process for new materials, directly following the material’s initial intake, so 

that the archivists’ and audio engineers’ time is not wasted building out records and 

cleaning up sound files for materials that cannot ultimately be accepted.

Because this is such a pivotal and important policy to adhere to, the basic tenets 

of this policy, including a brief rundown of what performer’s rights entails and what that 

can mean for the use of materials in research if the materials need to be removed from 

the repository for whatever reason. The truncated, user-friendly version of this policy is 

written in the footer of every page on the FFJAA website in small print, where it links 

through to the full text of a copyright policy. This information is delivered and 

consistently reinforced to all stakeholders precisely because of its importance to the 

continued longevity of the archive. 

The submission policy details the appropriate steps for interested donors or 

institutional partners to take when submitting materials to be vetted and accepted or 

declined from the FFJAA in a pretty standard way. The most notable challenge (and 

strength) of the FFJAA is that is it much more of a curated collection of thematically 

similar content from a wide range of different sources and points of origin than a 

traditional archives, which can be both a strength and a weakness when it comes to 

cultivating and expanding the collection. A wider range of sources makes for a more 

vast pool of potential materials to explore, even if it means that permissions can be 

harder to come by.
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What makes the submission policy at the FFJAA so unique is the emphasis that 

is placed upon mediated deposits of new audio recordings and associated 

documentation. Recordings and documentation can be submitted by any party who 

owns the audio files, but it is most common that the FFJAA receives submissions from 

other audio archives, performing arts venues, theater companies, etc. Once the 

performing arts copyright investigator clears a submitted file for ingest, it is the job of the 

audio engineer and specialists to ensure that the submitted audio file is faithfully 

cleaned up and restored. This new FLAC file then becomes part of the object packet 

with the original file and any additional documents so that a restored digital copy is 

available or if the original file was too distorted to make out. From there, the packet 

goes onto the archivists, who take pains to describe the files as completely as they are 

able before adding the object into the repository. Stakeholders most interested in the 

new addition of materials to the repository would most likely include users, followers, 

and the person or entity that submitted the materials to be archived. A running list of all 

newly ingested or deaccessioned materials is generated automatically every day by a 

similar bot as the one that backs up the files to different servers every night. These 

records ensure that Drexel University administrators and audio archivists can see in 

black and white what is being added (or removed.)

The take-down policy is especially robust and defined because of the 

complications arising from the performers’ rights copyright clause. Though the FFJAA 

takes great pains to verify permissions and copyrights on audio recordings before an 

audio recording is accepted into the repository’s collection and made available to users 
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with the appropriate signifying metadata, there is always a chance that a performer or 

other visitor may issue a complaint or request that the material be removed or altered. 

If a take-down notice, cease-and-desist, or patron complaint is received by the 

FFJAA, a joint meeting is held between the performing arts copyright investigator, 

archives director, and general counsel for Drexel University to explore and verify the 

source and veracity of the submitted claim. If it looks to be on the level, the material 

may remain in the repository, although an additional line is added to the comment 

section of the metadata detailing the nature of the complaint in case there are further 

inquiries. If the material is found to be in violation of copyright or performers’ rights, the 

material is removed from public view, though the metadata and description of the 

material remains public with a comment detailing the nature of the complaint and the 

reason that the audio file is not presently accessible, and privately held for one calendar 

year to allow time to track down the appropriate permissions so that the material may be 

reposted. If permissions cannot be obtained, the material is permanently removed from 

the repository, including backups. The permissions seeking is the job of the investigator, 

but the removal of materials is handled by the archivists. If materials are removed from 

the archives, it is not an issue which would need to be communicated to any external 

stakeholders, since the general counsel, director, and investigator are all aware of the 

incident. The rest of the FFJAA will be informed, and if the collection was large or 

important enough, this information may be communicated via email to college higher 

administration as well. 

Finally, the policy governing the creation and forging of new partnerships and 

outreach with affiliates, institutions, archives, and repositories is pivotal to the success 
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of the FFJAA. Because the FFJAA is dependent entirely on the donation of materials 

and recordings from outside sources, networking and partnership with institutions is key 

to ensuring the long term success of the archive. That said, the perils of violating 

copyright when ingesting and making available new materials cannot be overstated. 

Therefore, these new formal institutional partnerships must be pursued, outlined, and 

agreed upon only with institutions that are able to offer some level of guarantee or 

verification that the audio materials in their possession are fully endorsed with the 

appropriate written consent of the performers or is a part of the public domain.

The archives director is primarily responsible for reaching out to new institutions, 

theaters, and audio archives and building new opportunities and capacity for sharing 

and exchanging information and materials. She is also responsible for maintaining these 

partnerships and reaching out periodically to inquire about potential new materials and 

to pass on materials that cannot be accepted by the FFJAA. Once a new partnership 

begins to look likely, the archives director and the representative of the new institution 

get together for a signing ceremony with the investigator who can notarize and witness 

the agreement between the two organizations that to the best of the new partner’s 

knowledge, they will not submit materials to the FFJAA that are of unknown origin or 

copyright status. This provides an additional layer of protection when it comes to 

ingesting potentially copyrighted materials. In the case of new partnerships, the 

stakeholders involved include the office of the general counsel at Drexel University, 

Drexel University audio archive representatives, archive patrons who may be interested 

in the new materials that a partnership may provide, and Drexel University higher 

administration (since the archive is loosely affiliated with the institution), who will all 
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(except for archive patrons) be alerted by email in advance of the signing ceremony to 

allow for external interested parties to attend and ask questions. Following the 

agreement, all parties will be informed by email of the new partnership and what new 

materials it may bring to the archive. 

With continued luck and hard work, the FFJAA hopes to succeed at its posted 

mission and continue to grow and flourish. 


